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Abst rac t .  Under binocular viewing of a scene, there are inevitably re- 
gions seen only in one eye or camera. Normally, this is a source of trouble 
for stereopsis algorithms which must deal with these regions on non- 
correspondence. This paper points out that in fact half-occlusion can be 
a source of valuable information. This is done by deriving a formula re- 
lating the displacement of an occlusion junction in the two eyes' images 
and the depth difference between the scene edges that comprise the oc- 
clusion junction. This paper represents the first quantitative result on 
the cue of hag-occlusion in stereopsis. 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

Under binocular viewing of a scene, there are inevitably regions seen only in one 
eye. Interesting phenomena related to this "half-occlusion" have been pointed out 
by Lawson and Gulick[10], Nakayama and Shimojo[13], Anderson and Nakayama[3], 
Anderson[i] and Anderson and Julesz[2]. 

Early computational models of stereopsis ignored hMf-occlusion altogether. 
Two recent models that have taken the phenomena seriously are those due to 
Jones and Malik[9] and Belhumeur and Mumford[4]. Jones and Malik find depth 
discontinuities and half-occlusion zones in an iterative framework where initial 
estimates of disparity from corresponding points are used to estimate the loca- 
tions of occlusion contours, leading to a re-estimation of disparity and so on. 
Belhumeur and Mumford use dynamic programming to optimize a functional 
which explicitly allows for a suspension of the smoothness constraint at dispar- 
ity discontinuities. However, even in these models half-occlusion is treated only 
as something that must be coped with rather than as a cue to depth disconti- 
nuities. 

So far, there is no quantitative theory of the cue to depth discontinuity that is 
available in these regions of half-occlusion. Perhaps the most detailed a t tempt  at 
a qualitative understanding is that due to Anderson and Julesz[2]. They point out 
that as a consequence of half-occlusion, the image locations of the junctions can 
have both a horizontal as well as vertical disparity between the two views. This 
is illustrated in the stereo pair in Pigure 2 and the zoom of a junction in Figure 
3. They then seek to understand the phenomena by performing a case analysis 
of a variety of different junctions seen stereoscopically in terms of features and 
contour segments that are seen only in the left eye or only in the right eye. 
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The goal of this paper is to develop a quantitative model of the depth dis- 
continuity cue available in half-occlusion. It turns out to be surprisingly easy. 
The key point to focus on is the displacement of the image location of the junc- 
tion between the two views of the scene. Generically, there are only two kinds 
of occlusion junctions in images of natural scenes-T junctions and X junctions. 
The hypothesis is that the visual system is able to localize these features in- 
dependently in the two monocular images and then use the 2D displacement in 
making inferences. In section 2, I derive the main result of this paper - a formula 
relating this 2D displacement, pseudo-disparity, to the true disparity and the ori- 
entations of the occluding and occluded contours. Section 3 aims to quantify the 
magnitude of this effect under ecological viewing conditions. Section 4 discusses 
how the cue of pseudo disparity could be incorporated in computational models 
of stereopsis. The Appendix contains a generalization of the result derived in 
Section 2. 

In this paper, we will analyze occlusion in the context of binocular stereopsis. 
These ideas apply, with minor modifications, to motion as will be reported in a 
companion paper. 

2 The concept of pseudo-disparity 

The cue of interposition for signalling depth has been known to artists for 
centuries. Helmholtz drew attention to T-junctions as indicating depth rela- 
tionships. In computational vision, Guzman[7], Huffman[8], Clowes[6], Malik[11] 
have developed catalogs listing different image junctions and interpreting them 
in terms of possible scene events. 

In order to understand what happens additionally under binocular viewing, 
it is sufficient to consider two classes of junctions-occlusion junctions and 3-D 
intersection junctions. Generically, under ecologically valid conditions, we have 
only two junctions associated with occlusion events: T and X junctions arising 
at occlusion by opaque and transparent surfaces respectively. All the rest of 
the junctions - L , arrow, Y, curvature-L, three tangent etc.-  correspond to the 
projections of 3D intersections of scene contours. Note that  T and X junctions do 
not necessarily signal occlusion-under certain conditions they could correspond 
just to surface markings. ~ 

Unlike most 1 3D intersection junctions, an occlusion junction viewed from 
two different eye positions, does not correspond to the same physical point. We 
will now calculate the displacement of the location ,of such a junction between 
the two images. 

First some notation: we use (xt, Yt) to denote the coordinates in the left eye, 
and (x~, Yr) to denote coordinates in the right eye, in each case measured with 

1 Exceptions are those 3D intersection junctions that involve a self-occlusion contour 
on a curved surface where the line of sight is tangent ito the surface. Here slightly 
different points are being viewed in the two eyes because ~he occluding contour is now 
in a slightly different position on the object. This is well understood geometrically: 
Cipolla and Blake have used this cue to estimate surface curvature. 
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respect  to the f ixation point  being the origin of the coordinate  sys tem.  Then  
ret inal  d ispar i ty  is classically defined to be (xr - xl, y~ - Yl). 

Fig.  1. A b i n o c u l a r l y  v i ewed  occ lus ion  j u n c t i o n .  

Consider (Figure 1) two edges e~ and e~ in an occlusion relat ionship,  ei ther 
a T - j u n c t i o n  (for an opaque occluding surface) or a X- junc t ion  (when the oc- 
cluding surface is t ransparent ) .  For simplicity, assume 2 tha t  bo th  edges lie in 
f rontopara l le l  planes,  so tha t  there is no or ienta t ion dispar i ty  in the views in 
the two eyes. Let the edges e~,, ep make  angles ~ , /3  with respect  to the posi t ive 
x axis (~ ~ /3). Let e~, the occluding edge, be at zero dispar i ty  and e~, the 
occluded edge, have a d ispar i ty  (5, 0). 

Wi thou t  loss of general i ty  assume tha t  the occlusion junct ion  is at the origin 
in the left eye. We will compu te  its location in the right eye. 

In the left eye the equat ions of the two edges are given by 

x ~ s i n ~ -  Yl c o s a  = 0 (1) 

xt sin/3 - Yt cos/3 = 0 (2) 

which intersect at (0, 0). In the right eye, the equat ions  are 

x,. sin a - Yr cos a = 0 (3) 

(xr - 5) sin/3 - yr cos/3 = 0 (4) 

We solve (3) and (4) s imul taneous ly  to find the location of the junc t ion  in 
the right eye. Mul t ip lying Eqn (3) by cos/3 and (4) by cos a and subt rac t ing ,  we 
e l iminate  y~ to get 

x~ sin c~ cos/3 - (x~ - 5) cos a sin/3 = 0 

2 This assumption is relaxed in the formula for the general case derived in the Appendix 
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giving 

- 5  cos a sin fl 
zr - s in (c~-8)  (5) 

Similarly, we can eliminate zr between (3) and (4) to get, 

- 5  sin a sin 
Y~ - s i n ( a - f )  (6) 

We can now compute the displacement of the occlusion junction in the right eye 
relative to the left eye as 

( - 5  cos a sin/~ - 5  sin ~_ _sinE) 
(ho,vo)= s~n(a----~) ' s i n ( a -  ~) (7) 

We will refer to (ho, vo) as the pseudo-disparity of the occlusion junction. The 
pseudo- prefix is intended to be a reminder that  the junctions in the two eyes 
do not correspond to the same physical point. 

What  we have just established is that  pseudo-disparity is uniquely determined 
by the horizontal disparity difference 5 and the orientations a and ~ of the 
contours at the occlusion junction. We may think of pseudo-disparity as an 
'emergent '  cue at occlusion junctions, additional to the disparity of the defining 
contours. An anMogy to orientation disparity or spatial frequency disparity is 
appropriate. In principle, these cues are just geometric consequences of positional 
disparity. However, the visual system may find it convenient to measure and 
exploit these cues directly. 

As an illustration of this phenomenon, the reader is invited to examine Figure 
2 where the epipolar lines are horizontal but the location of the T-junction is 
displaced verticMly as welI as horizontally. The zoom in Figure 3 makes this 
even more evident. The utility of eqn 7 is that it provides the first quantitative 
explanation of this phenomenon. 

3 M a g n i t u d e  o f  p s e u d o - d i s p a r i t y  

The pseudo-disparity can be considerably larger than the horizontal disparity 
difference 5 and typically has a significant vertical component Vo. In Figure 4, 
the magnitude of vo is plotted as a function of c~ and ft. Note that  larger values 
are obtained for contours that have small orientation difference (a - 8) and for 
nearly vertical contours (a ~, 7~/2). 

I performed Monte Carlo simulations to estimate the probability distribution 
of the magnitude of Vo assuming that  the orientations c~ and )3 are drawn inde- 
pendently from a uniform distribution on [0, ~r]. The median value of Vo is about 
0.505, 5% of the vo values are above 6.065, and 1% are even greater than 32.75. 
If one allows a slightly higher fraction of near vertical orientations, the fraction 
of large vertical pseudo-disparities goes up slightly. 

One motivation for using pseudo-disparity can be seen as follows. If a vision 
system could make use of measurements of pseudo-disparity, its ability to identify 
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Fig. 2. An example of a junc t ion  showing pseudo-dispar i ty  at an occlusion 
junc t ion .  Zoom in Figure 3. 

which of two edges in an occlusion relationship are closer would be much better 
than if it relied on horizontal disparity alone. For a human observer looking at 
a shrub 50 m away with branches that  differ in depth by 1 m, the horizontal 
disparity is just 5", at the limits of stereoacuity. However if the branches are 
nearly vertical and differ in orientation by less than 50 , the vertical component 
of the pseudo-disparity Vo is as much as Y. It should be noted that  the motivation 
for using the pseudo-disparity cue under natural viewing conditions may be even 
stronger-the sensitivity to disparity increments/decrements decreases rapidly 
away from the horopter. 

4 Subjective occluding contours 

Anderson[l] and Anderson and Julesz[2] have shown how oriented subjective 
contours are formed in the presence of half-occlusion. Eqn 7 provides a quan- 
titative prediction of the results of the experiment in Fig. 3 in Anderson. Here 
the visual system knows the disparity 5, the pseudo-disparity (ho, vo) , and the 
orientation fl of the occluded contour. The subjective occluding contour appears 
at the (unique) orientation (~ such that  the formula for pseudo-disparity (Eqn 7) 
is satisfied. Anderson tested only for the sign of the slope of the occluding con- 
tour. I predict that  in fact the orientation of the occluding contour is determined 
quantitatively. This could be tested psychophysically. 

Fig 17 in Anderson and Julesz[2] shows the tradeoff between orientation and 
depth of the occluding surface associated with a given difference in vertical half- 
occlusion. Again, this can be made quantitative from (Eqn 7). For a vertical 
half-occluded edge, fl = 7r/2, and the pseudo-disparity is (6 ,6 tan~) .  A given 
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Fig. 3. An example  of  a junc t ion  showing pseudo-d i spar i ty  at an occlusion 
junc t ion .  Detai l  of  a junc t ion  f rom Figure  2. 

2 

{5 0 u 

Fig. 4. Dis t r ibu t ion  of  vert ical  c o m p o n e n t  of  pseudo-dispar i ty .  

vertical pseudo-disparity 5 tan a can result from small disparity 5 and large slope 
tan a or vice versa. 

5 A p p l i c a t i o n s  

How the constraint captured in equation 7 may be profitably exploited in vision 
systems remains a topic for future research. I sketch some ideas here. 
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Eqn 7 provides an excellent diagnostic for occlusion. For any putatively cor- 
responding image junctions where more than one orientation is present locally, 
we can determine if the two orientations are associated with an occlusion sit- 
uation or if they correspond to physically intersecting contours. We could thus 
label each image junction as being an occlusion junction or a 3D intersection 
junction. 

In models for finding corresponding features, typically a search for the best 
match  is necessary. For the traditional disparity cue, a 1-D search along epipolar 
lines is performed. To find "corresponding" occlusion junctions, we again have 
a 1-D search; here the "pseudo-epipolar line" line in the right image is defined 
by the locus of (xL + ho, y~ + Vo). Given a,  fl (measured in the left image), the 
pseudo-epipolar line is parametrized by the disparity step 5. 

There is a false target problem in both contexts. It can be resolved by 
making use of the heuristics that  have been much studied for normal  disparity 
measurements- the  most significant difference is that  instead of searching along 
epipolar lines (xl +5,  yl), one searches along (xz +ho(5 ) ,  Yl +Vo(5)) ,  where ho(5), 
vo(5) are the functions defined in Eqn 7. 

We thus have the outlines of a computat ional  mechanism adequate for a 
theory ofstereopsis where occlusion and disparity are treated as equally powerful 
cues for identifying depth discontinuities: 

Direct inference from an occlusion junction with measured pseudo-disparity. 
Cooperative interactions among the occluding contours could be used to 
complete surface boundaries[i]. Associated with each occluding contour would 
be a zone of "non-correspondence". 

- Indirect inference from surface interpolation and segmentation[12] at loca- 
tions where disparity changes 'a  lot' .  

A p p e n d i x  

We develop here the pseudo-disparity formula when the edges e~ and e~ are not 
necessarily in frontoparallel planes. As before, in the left eye the equations of 
the two edges can be expressed as 

Xl sin a -- Yl cos oe = 0 (8) 

xl sin fl -- Yl cos fl = 0 (9) 

which intersect at (0, 0). 
To find the equations of the edges in the right eye coordinate system, we first 

need to model the changing horizontal disparity as a function of the image y 
coordinate. To do this, let the horizontal disparity along e~, the occluding edge, 
be 5"yr and e/~, the occluded edge, be 5'~yr + 5. Here 5 of e/~ at the x-axis,  
same as before, and 5~, 5~ are used to model the rate of change of disparity as 
a function of y. We can now write the equations for the right eye as 

(Xr ' " (10) - as Yr) sm ~ - Yr cos (~ = 0 

(x~ - 5'~y~ - 5) sin fl - y~ cos/3 = 0 (11) 
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We solve (10) and (11) simultaneously to find the location of  the junc t ion  in 
the right eye. 

ho = - 5  sin ~(cos c~ + 6~ sin c~) 
sin(c~ - fl) + (a} - 6~)sin a sin13 

(12) 

- 5  sin a sin fl (13) 
Vo = s in(a  - fl) + (5~ - 6 ~ ) s i n  a s i n f l  
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